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once more sees the face of heaven, the trees, the birds, all
nature; the scene where, preparing for death, she bids a last
adieu to her handmaidens with such melting yet subdued af-
fection, so queenly still in her condescension, yet so gentle, so
womanly in all her love and care for these, her faithful ones;
and, at the-close, the heart-rending, ecstatic pause during which
the bitterness of death contends with and is finally absorbed
in the heavenly, hope that transports her beyond the terrible
present, is a sublime inspiration springing from a deep relig-
ious feeling, from a soul filled with love of the beautiful ideaL
In " Medea," bo difficult a part to bring before a modern
public, the actress had to conquer the same obstacles as in.
that of " Myrrha." While she made her audience shudder,
shie had the power of ennobling characters and passions <the
most appalling, of exciting sympathy for heroines scarcely to
be tolerated on the stage, without, however, losing any of the
terrific energy which is one of her chief characteristics.
In the French, classic draina Madame Ristori would be
equally successful; her interpretations of, the feelings of a
Hermione, a Camille, an Emilie would, we think, differ widely
from that which has hitherto been given. The bitter sar-
casm, the despairing anathemas, all the wild array of passions
that disfigure poor human nature in these splendid types, and
which, from the day of their .creation, have been portrayed
with the furious rant of a maniac, would by her be brought
into bold relief with new and striking effect. The mission of
the tragic poet is to excite, in the highest degree, emotions
of terror and pity, and never can this aim be so successfully
accomplished as when the actress unites the noblest gifts of
the heart to a splendid and cultivated intelligence.
It is said, with what truth, we know not/-, though we feel no
inclination to doubt it, that Madame Ristori is in the habit
of seeking in mental prayer, before going on the stage, the
strength and nerve she exhibits in her different characters,
and that she places implicit reliance on. the religious inspira-
tion thus sought. This is a view of the vocation of dramatic
artists never before taken, and one which, should the example
fincL imitators, might lead to great results. It would certain-
ly tend to dignify and elevate in an extraordinary degree the
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